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All we got is each other 
So let's go 
Maybe you should stay a while for the night 
Maybe you should stay a while in your life 
Cause I don't want to be alone... 
Let me see your hands if you wanna stay 

Every beginning has it's end 
And every rapper baby mamma has. 
So I say it's ok to have friends 
Take the haters cause without they ain't shit 
Take the... all my haters on my dick 
I am so... on a certain I am not real 
Nigger what you steal now I am jeopardizing my deal 
Teach these haters so I teach these haters 
... where I can see them cause I... these haters 
... hate on my... to hate on my bitch 
... then I write this 7 
Then already 8 I am not hungry no more I got 9 I am
straight 

I never thought I will be in this mansion 
Only get enough to get dope 
Going across california 
A lot of homies are not my friends no more 
I've been around the world 
I've been with a lot of girls 
Yeah I drink till a nigger... 
Hang over 2 girls in my bed I don't know 
Me and my guy... who ain't here no more 
Rest in peace to all my dogs 
This one here is for yo all 
Keep your picture on my wall 
And memories... all 

In the club popping bottles with my homies 
It feels like yesterday 
Wake it up 2 girls in my bed 
Saying let's do it again like yesterday 
On the freeway... staring at it but you can't have it 
Tonight we're going in same thing tomorrow 
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We don't even talk about yesterday 

On sunday I am in church with my daddy 
In saturday I am drinking... work in miami 
... new york don't give a fuck about what the haters say 
I do it big that's the only way 
... at 21 I had a white... freeway... bad day 
Cruising on a good day I could say I get it on my way 

Chorus 

In the club popping bottles with my homies 
It feels like yesterday 
Wake it up 2 girls in my bed 
Saying let's do it again like yesterday 
On the freeway... staring at it but you can't have it 
Tonight we're going in same thing tomorrow 
We don't even talk about yesterday
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